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A Direct Proof of the Equality 
between the Block Definition and the Process 
Definition of Distortion-Rate Functions 
for Stationary Ergodic Sources 
TAKESHI HASHIMOTO 
Faculty of Engineering Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan 
A direct proof is given for the equivalence of the process definition and the block 
definition of distortion-rate functions for stationary ergodic sources with finite 
alphabets and bounded istortions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Since the early days of source coding theory, the distortion-rate function 
D,(R) of stationary ergodic sources [X,p] has been defined in a block 
fashion, namely, has been defined as the limit of the nth order distortion-rate 
functions D,,n(R ) which are calculated from probabilities of n-length output 
from the sources (cf. Berger, 1971; Gallager, 1968). This definition is simple, 
but it does not give positive source coding theorems directly: the Nedoma 
decomposition technique is needed to obtain the final results. 
Gray et al. (1975) and Marton (1975) proposed new definitions of the 
distortion-rate functions for stationary ergodic sources in terms of the 
entropy of processes and of the mutual information and distortion between 
processes. The former authors showed that their process definitions are 
equivalent to the standard efinition. Because of the quantities involved, the 
standard efinition is called the block definition, and the proposed efinitions 
are called the process definitions. In a process definition, the distortion-rate 
function D,(R) of a stationary ergodic source [X,/~] is given as the infimum 
of the average distortion d,o of test joint sources [(X, W), co], 
(P) dw D.  (R) = inf 
under the constraint that the test joint sources are stationary ergodic 
processes with marginals equal to [X,/~] and that they satisfy the constraint 
on the mutual information rate f,o 
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In another process definition, the distortion-rate function is given in the same 
manner as above except hat the joint sources should now satisfy 
where/~n is the entropy rate of the output marginal [W, 17] of the test joint 
sources. (Each quantity is defined carefully later.) 
These process definitions make arguments more straightforward in source 
coding theory as done in Gray et al. (1975) and are also useful in the study 
of tree source coding as used in Hashimoto (1981). The block definition 
often requires unnecessary restrictions on sources and code structure 
(compare the arguments and results in Hashimoto (1981) and Tan (1976)). 
Unfortunately, the original proof of the equivalence between the process 
definitions and block definition is based on known source coding theorems 
for the block definition. This seems to make the process definition still 
indirect in a logical sense. If we does not require the test joint sources to be 
ergodic in the process definition, then it is relatively easy to see the equality 
(P) D, (R) = D,(R) for stationary sources [X, B] for R ) 0 as shown in Gray et 
al. (1975) and Marton (1975). However, no positive source coding theorem 
follows such weakened process definitions that lacks the ergodic condition. 
For the process definitions to be equivalent o the block definition, the 
ergodic condition is probably unavoidable. 
In this article, we are concerned only with the process definition described 
in terms of constrained mutual information, and we give a direct proof of the 
(P) R equality D r ( )~D~(R)  for stationary ergodic sources [X,p]. Since the 
inequality of opposite direction is easy to verify and does not depend on 
other source coding theorems (see Gray et al., 1975; Marton, 1975), our 
result effectively establishes the equivalence between the block definition and 
process definition without the assumption of other source coding theorems. 
Our first result shows an interesting reqhfion between the blocklength of test 
channels in the block definition and the length of certain memory structures 
of test joint sources in the process definition. Let (P) D,,n(R ) be the distortion- 
rate function defined over stationary ergodic test channels (the conditional 
probabilities of W, for given X = x, give a channel) having input and output 
memory structure of finite lengths. Theorem 1 shows that (P) D,, , (R)  
Du,n[R -- (1/n) log n], where Du,,(R ) is the nth order distortion-rate 
function in the block definition. This seems to be the first result on the 
memory structures of test channels (or test joint processes) in the process 
definition. The final result is obtained by n--* oo. 
To prove Theorem l, we first a make a stationary test channel from a 
block test channel in the block definition by the technique used in Gray et al. 
(1975) and Marton (1975), approximate the obtained test channel by a 
stationary output Markov test channel, and finally show that this channel 
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with the output Markov property is ergodic if the original block test channel 
is appropriately given. 
We assume that the alphabets are finite and distortion measures are 
bounded since our technique is directly applicable only for the finite and 
bounded case.~ However, many cases of interest can be approximated with 
finite alphabets and bounded distortions (cf. Gray and Kieffer, 1980, for 
example). 
II. SOURCE, HYPOTHETICAL CHANNEL, AND DISTORTION 
In this preliminary section, we give notation, definitions, and several 
fundamental limit relations which we assume in this article. 
Let A and B be two finite alphabets. We denote each n-length sequence 
a~ ... a n of letters from A by a~', and the set of all a]' by An. By a, we mean a 
doubly infinite sequence --. a_aaoa  ~ . . .  and we denote the set of all a by A. 
For each x C A and each n >~ m, xT~ and x n represent subsequences of x, 
, n EA  n and each m, we x m . . .  x , ,  and ... x~_~x n respectively. For each a I 
m+n n denote a cylinder set consisting of all xCA such that Xm+l=a l  by 
em+l~alj .m+n(  n~ These definitions and notation are also used for the alphabet B. 
Let d and 9 be the Borel fields over A and B, respectively, generated by 
all cylinder sets. Then, with appropriate probability measures #, r/, and co, 
th~ triplets (A, d ,  #), (B, 9 ,  r/), and (A × B, d × 9 ,  co) become probability 
spaces. For these probability spaces, the coordinate functions X n and IV,, 
n . . . .  , -1 ,0 ,  1 ..... define three stochastic processes [X,#], [W,r/], and 
[(X, W), co]. We call them a source, reproduction process, and joint source, 
respectively. 
We denote a left-shift of doubly infinite sequences by T. Then, Xn(Tx ) = 
xn+ 1 and TE =/Tx ;xCE} for EC~ ¢. We say that the process [X,#] (or#) 
is stationary if #(TE)=p(E)  for all E E J ,  and say that the process is 
ergodic if/~(E) = 1 or 0 whenever TE = E .  For each stationary # and each n, 
a probability mass function (pmf) is defined as #"(a~)=lt[e~(a~)] for 
a~CA ~, and a conditional prnf is defined so that #n(an la  ~ 1)= 
/~n(a~)/#n l(a~ 1) for a~ CA n provided by lzn- l (a~- l )  > 0 and ~n(a n I a ] ' - ' )  
is any pmf on A if pn- l (a ]  ' -1) = 0, where aT~ should be interpreted as a void 
condition if m > n. Generally we use superscripts n if (conditional) pmf's are 
defined on nth product alphabets, and use nothing otherwise (e.g.,/~(x~ ] x°), 
which, in a strict sense, is defined almost everywhere). 
A channel [A, v, B] is a class of probability measures v, such that v, is a 
probability measure defined in (B, 9 )  for each x ~ A and v , (F )  is an 
Professor R, M. Gray kindly informed the author that he and his student found a more 
general proof while this article was under revision. See Gray and Saadat (1982) for details. 
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~¢-measurable function of x for each F E ~.~. For given [X, f]  and [A, v, B], 
we denote by [(X, W), fv] the joint source having the probability measure fv 
specified by 
× r ) :  
for all E E d and F~ 9 .  We say that the channel [A, v, B] is stationary if 
vx(F) = vrx(TF) for all x C A and all F C 9 ,  and say that it is ergodic if 
[(X, W), fv] is ergodic whenever [X, f] is ergodic. A sufficient condition for 
the channel to be ergodic is the output strongly mixing property 
lim ]vx(T'F NP)  -- Vx(T'F ) v~(/~)] = 0 
n~ 
for all cylinder sets F, P E ~ and all x E A. This is a special case of the 
result of Adler (1961). 
For a given [(X, W), co] and its marginals [X,f] and [W, r/], the entropy 
of X~', the entropy of (X~, W~,), and the mutual information of (X~, W~,), 
respectively, are 
H.(X~') A --E. log f"(X~), 
U,o(X ~, W~.) A _E, ° log (2)n(x/, wn), 
and 
n l n co (xk, Win) 
I,o(X/, W,~) A__ E., log fin(x/) ~n(wn) , 
for k ~< l and m ~< n, where E u and Eo, denote the expectation operators 
relative to f and 09, respectively. The quantity 
Uo(W. m I X~)A Uo(X~, . : Win)  - -  S . (Xk)  
is the conditional entropy of W'm for given X~, and I~o(X/, W'm) = Hn(W~.) -- 
H,o(Wn I X~). For these quantities, the limits 
1 
/~. A__ lim --H.(X~'), 
n-~o0 n 
1 
/~, A lim - -  Ho~(XT, WT), 
n-*~ F/ 
and 
f A__ lim --1 Io,(X~,W~) 
tt-~ o0 n 
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exist and are the entropy rate of [X, a], the entropy rate of [(X, W), ~o], and 
the mutual information rate of [(X, W), co], respectively. 
LEMMA 1. For a stationary joint source [(X, W), co], the limit 
Io,(X, W~) A lim m = Io,(X_ t, W~) 
I ,m~oo 
exists and, if we let Io,(X, W~ I W°-n) = Io,(X, wl_n) - Io,(X, W °_.) for each 
n, we have the limit 
1¢o( x' ml [ W°) ~ 2irn Io.(X, W 1 [ W°-.) =/o,. 
This lemma follows from Theorem2.5.1 of Gallager (1968) and 
Theorem6.1.1 of Pinsker (1965). The quantity Io,(X, W~ I W °) is the 
conditional mutual information of X and W1, given W °. In general, 
Io,(X, W1 [ W°_n) may not exhibit monotone convergence. 
Finally we define the distortions. Let d be a nonnegative finite valued 
function on A × B with the maximum d o. The distortion between a~ CA n 
and b~ E B" is 
d"(a~, b~) = f~. d(ai, bi), 
i=1  
and we define the average per-letter distortion (or, simply, the distortion) do, 
of a joint source [(X, W), co] by 
and 
do,(X , WT) = 
1 
do, = limsup - -  do,(X~', W~'). 
n-~oo /7 
If the joint source is stationary, do, = Eo, d(X1, W1). 
We have been concerned only with quantities describing processes o far. 
Since we need to relate the block definition of the distortion-rate function to 
the process definition, we give several modifications. Given a pmf/z n and 
conditional pmf P", we have a joint pmf ~.,,"Pn A=~.,,.tan~t 1] P"tb"~ 1 [a]'). Then we 
denote the mutual information and distortion of [(X~,W~),B~P "] by 
I(#", W) and d(# n, P"), respectively. The pmf Pn is a channel relating W~' to 
X~', and will be denoted by [A n, P", Bn]. 
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I I I .  BLOCK DEFINITION AND PROCESS DEFINITION 
In the standard block definition, the distortion-rate function Du(R) of a 
stationary ergodic source [X,/2] is defined as the limit of the nth order 
distortion-rate functions D.,n(R ) of the source as 
D.(R)~ ~imoo Du,n(R), (1) 
and D.,n(R ) are given as the minimum of the following optimization over 
block test channels [A n, pn, B"], 
D.,.(R ) A= min l d~n,  pn), (2a) 
n 
under the constraint 
1 
- - I~  n, P") ~< R. (2b) 
n 
The limit always exists and, in fact, is the infimum (cf. Theorem 9.8.1 of 
Gallager, 1968). In the process definition, the distortion-rate function of the 
same source is defined as the infimum over all stationary ergodic test joint 
sources [(X, W), co], 
D~m(R) A= inf d o, (3a) 
under the constraint that [(X, W), co] has the marginal [X,/~] and 
[o, ~< R. (3b) 
We prove the inequality Du(R)>1 (P) D.  (R). 
Let [A n, pn, Bn] be a block test channel (to be specified later). For this 
block channel, let [A, vCn),B] be the associated channel obtained from 
independent application of Pn over blocks iv~i+ 1)., ..,(i+ ~)nl i . . . . .  -1,  0, 1, .... [Ain+l , " in+l  ], 
and let [A, v, B] be the channel such that 
l n -1  
vx(F) = ~ v°(F) (4) 
0=0 
for all x E A and all F E ~,  where v°(F)= v~,)(T°F) and x '= T°x. Thus 
vx(F) is the channel formed by making v ~n) stationary by a uniform randomly 
selected shift (see Gray et al., 1975). We illustrate the channel v ° in Fig. 1. 
From this figure, it is easy to see that, for F = C O [b N'~ b u C B N, and for --N+I\ 1.t~ 
0 ~ 0<~ n-  1, v°(F) depends only on x°kn+l+o, where k is an integer such 
n--1 that kn >~ N + 0 > (k -  1)n. Therefore vx(F ) depends only on x kn+~. 
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RANDOM SHIFT  
I'C e --I r I 
Xo Xl , X e Xe+l , , , X n Xn+l , , , Xn+ e Xn+8+l , , , 
I I  I I _ _  
| i  I [ - -  
W 0 W 1 , W 0 We+ 1 , , , W n Wn+l  , ,, Wn+ ~ Wn+8+l  , , , 
FIG. 1. Channel v °. 
We show the following in the Appendix, 
1 
I,v(X, W0 I W-~+l) ~ I~u" ,Pn)+~_n logn ,  (5a) 
d,,  = 1 d~u", P"), (5b) 
for N)  n. We note that, if the test joint sources need not to be ergodic in the 
definition (3), we have the desired inequality from (5) and Lemma 1. We 
show that this stationary channel v can be replaced by a stationary ergodic 
channel Y without affecting the above bound much. 
Let N be an integer specified later, and let Y be a stationary channel such 
that, for a given input x C A, the output process becomes a time-varying 
(N-  1)th order Markov process with the transition probabilities atisfying 
I~x(Wi+I I Wi)  1)N(wi+I I i = W,_N+2), (6) 
for all w ~ B and all i, and the (N - 1)th order initial probabilities satisfying 
.'VN-- 1 / 0 N - - l /  0 
Px ~W--N+ 2) = 2)' V x [W --N+ 
for all (x, w) E A X B. It is easy to see that Y is well defined (see Section II 
for the definition of channels) and satisfies 
-.iV( i+1 ~ N( /+1 
])x \Wi--N+ 2] = •X \Wi--N+ 2] (7 )  
for all (x, w) E A X B and all i. In the Appendix, it is shown 
I,~(X, W0 [ W- '  ) ~ I~,(X, W0 [ W-~+,). (8) 
By substitution of the above inequality into (5) and by Lemma 1, we have 
+ ~ log n, 
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and 
du~ = l d(/.tn, Pn). 
Now let /5. be a block test channel which achieves D~,,~[R- (log n)/ 
(N -  n)], and let P" be the block channel such that 
P'(b~' Ia]' ) = (1 - 6) P'(b71 aT) + 8/IBI" 
for an arbitrary 8>0.  Then, from the inequality (a+b) log[ (a+b) /  
(a+f l ) ]<.a loga/a+blogb/ f l  or a,b, a, fl>~O (see p. 21 of Pinsker, 
1965), it holds that 
I(p n, P') < (1 -- 8) I~  n,/~'), 
d~", P") ~< (1 - 8) d~u", P") + n6a o. 
Therefore we have shown that ~7 satisfies 
[u~ < (1 -- fi)R + N~ log n, 
and 
R 1 log n) + 6do. d.~ ~ (1 - 8) Du. . U -~---n 
Note that Y has transition pmf's bounded from zero because of its 
construction as 
~x(Wi ] wi-1) ~ fi/IB IL (9) 
for all i and all (x, w) ~ A × B. It is shown in the Appendix that ~7 is strongly 
output mixing and hence is ergodic. Moreover, identity (7) implies that ~ also 
. - '  for F = C0_N+ ~(b~), has finite memory; that is, ~Tx(F ) depends only on x~n+~ 
b N C B N, where k is an integer such that (k - 1) n ) N -  1 > (k - 2) n. 
Finally let N--2n.  Since fi is arbitrary, we have proved the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For a stationary ergodic source [X,/~] and any R > 0, let 
D(P) /k infdu 
where the infimum is over all stationary ergodic test channels [A, v, B] such 
that 
[ o<R 
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and 
px(wi [w i-1) = Q4"(w i ] xi+~,+l, WllZ~n+ l)
for all i and all (x, w) ~ A × B, where Q4n is any conditional pmf. Then it 
holds that, for R >/(I/n)log n, 
D(f')"(R) <~ D"'" (R - -11°g n) 
In this theorem, ~e) Du,,(R) is defined as the infimum over test channels. This 
condition is more restrictive than that the infimum is taken over test joint 
sources. (In fact, both are equivalent as shown in Dunham (1979).) 
COROLLARY. For a stationary ergodic source [X, p] and any R >~ 0, 
D~)(R ) ~ D,,(R ). 
This is the desired result. As mentioned before, the inequality in the 
corollary is in fact an equality. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
We have directly proved the equality of the process definition and the 
block definition of the distortion-rate function for stationary ergodic sources. 
Our main result, Theorem 1, indicates that, in the process definition, the 
distortion-rate function is asymptotically attained by test channels having 
input and output memory structures of finite sizes. Since those test channels 
possess finite numbers of states, all relevant probabilities may be specified by 
counting the number of possible combinations of finite sequences, and a 
combinatorial source coding theorem subjecting a fidelity criterion seems to 
be given (see Martin, 1979, for a combinatorial argument base on the block 
definition). 
APPENDIX 
Proof of (5). Let v ° be the channels which appear in (4) for 0 = 1 ..... n, 
and let O be a random variable which assumes integers 1 ..... n with equal 
probability. Then, from the definition of v and an analogy of (2.3.16) in 
Gallager (1968), 
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z.v(x, wo I w_%4-1) ~/~((x, o), Wo I w-L0  
=g.v(Wol  -1 w_~+ 1) - n.o(Wo I W 'N4-, X ,O)  
&= F(N), (A- 1) 
where H.~(Wol -~ W_N4-1, X, O) is the conditional entropy of W 0 for given 
(W -~_~+,, X  0). Since the second term of the third expression in (A-l) is 
constant for N/> n as 
H~o(Wol -1 x .o )  1 .-1 =--  ~_~ H. .o(WolW -1 X) W --N+ 1 ~ /7 O=0 - -N+ 1 
1 t/--I 
0 =--  ~ Hn.o(WolWo~_.+,,Xo_.+l), (A-2) 
/7 0=0 
F(N) is non-increasing in N for N >~ n. Moreover, the following inequality 
and identities hold: 
1 i i - ,  
- -  ~ [H.~o(molWo~-n+O-H..o(molWo~_.+,,X°o .+,)] 
n o=o 
1 n -1  
--  ~ ,  I o - - -  .vo(Xo_.+,. Wol WoL+0 
/7 0=0 
] n -1  
=-  Z I..o( X°-.+I, W_o I W --0--'.4-1) 
/7 0 0 
1 
=-  I . .o (X°_n+, ,  W°_ .  + 1) 
n 
1 
= - - I~" ,  P"), (A-3) 
n 
H~(WoIW: I+ I ) - -H~(WolW - '  O)=I~. (O ,  W o - '  I w_N+ ,), (A-4) - -N+ 1 
1 n-- I  
- -  X B.oo(WolWoL+,)-H.~(Wol W_N+I,-I 0) 
/7 0=0 
1 n - i  
=--  ~ [H. /WolWo'_n+, ) -H . /Wo lW- '  -N+,)l 
/7 0=0 
> o. (A4) 
For N>/n from (A-2), (A-3), and (A-5), we have 
H.,,(Wo I W_N+ 1 , -1  O)__Hp.v(Wo[W:lN+l,X,O)~@i(~l;.1pn), 
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and, from (A-I) and (A-4), the above inequality becomes 
F(N) ~ 1 I~", P") + I.~(0, W o I W-aN+ O" (A-6) 
We note that I.~(0, W01W -1 W 1 ), from the _N+O=I..(O ' WN [ N- -1  
stationarity, and ~N°~=II..(O, WN] W N-~) ~< log n. Then, since F(N)-- 
F (l/n) I~", P") is non-increasing for N >~ n and Y~N=.[ (N) -- 
(l/n) I~',  P")] ~ log n, we have 
W -N+ I) <~ lI(kt", P')  + N ------n I . :(X, W01 -1 1 log n. 
This is exactly (5a), and (5b) is obvious. 
Proof of(8). Let [W, r/] be the marginal of [(X,W),uv]; then 
1•7;( x ,  Wo I w~l+l )=Hr l (Wo lW- I+ I ) -  H.~(Wo I X, W- l+ 1). 
Since Uu~(WolX,  W- i )  _-- Hu~(Wo[X ' -1 W N+ 1), from (6), and 
Hn(W o W -1) ~ Un(Wo[W~l+i), the following inequality holds. 
I.~(X, W0[W -1) ~< I.~(X, W0 [ w- l+ l ) ,  
On the other hand I.~(X, W0[W -1 W N+I) are equal N+0 and I. ,(X, W0[ --1 
since these conditional mutual informations depend only on the probabilities 
of (X, W°N+ 1) under/~v and those under/1~, both of which are the same due 
to (7). Therefore, we obtain 
I.~(X, W0l W- I )  ~ I.,(X, W0 I w- l+ l ) .  
This completes the proof. 
Proof of the ergodness of ~ Let x ~ A be arbitrary and be fixed. Then 
the reproduction process generated by 17 X is an (N--1)th order Markov 
process with time-varying transition pmf's. For the sake of convenience in
notation, let S E B N-1 and let P.,t, = 17x(W. [ . 1 w  U+l) for t=Wn_N+ 2 and 
"-~ Then S is the state space and P. is a state transition probability S ~ W n_N+ 1 • 
matrix. If no transition is possible from s to t, then P.,t~ -- 0. For this tran- 
sition probability matrix, two distinct state pmf's Pm and q~ at n = rn yield 
two Markov processes p and q which satisfy 
and 
Pn,t \7 Pn,ts Pn-  ~ I,S~ 
sES 
qn,t = Z Pn,tsqn-l,s, 
~Es 
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for n = m, m + 1 ..... Let Vn, t = qn,t - -Pn, t ,  t E S. Then 17 is output strongly 
mixing, if Un, t -~ 0 as /7 ~ O0 for any Pm and qm. Without loss of generality, 
we suppose that P0 and q0 are given. 
From (9), P. has the form 
Pn,ts = (1 -- a) Pn,ts + art, 
where r is a pmf r t = IB1-1, a = IBI -n+l, and P.  is a transition probability 
matrix. Then we have 
I)n,t = Z Pn,tsVn l,s 
sEs 
=(1- -a )  ~ Pn,t~vn_i,,+art ~ v._,, s 
seS seS 
= (1 -- a) Z Pn,tsVn-l ,s" 
s~S 
Now we define the norm of vn by liver[ = ~t~s Iv.,,I. Then, from the above 
identities, IIv.II ~< (1 - a)IlVn-~II holds. Therefore IIv.II-~ o as N- ,  oo and the 
proof is completed. 
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